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What's it all about?
Team Leadership workshops, conferences and
1on1 training
Personality differences and maximising
relationships to drive productivity
New teams and change management
Office dynamics
Harness team diversity
Project teams to click faster

CLICK! COLOURS CORPORATE

These workshops will give your employees
the tools and knowledge to help them
understand why people behave the way
they do, and help them build relationships,
improve your teams communication skills,
and identify your personal potential. Most
importantly it will help all people
understand your colleagues!

Why do you Click with some people and
others drive you CRAZY!
Do you find there are some people you get
along with straight away?
Are there others you find very annoying?

Why Click! Colours?

Historically there have been dozens, if not hundreds
of personality concepts, tools and models
developed.
The Click! Colours have drawn on the best aspects
of these models to create a simple tool that is
better, faster, cheaper and easier – and more fun!

Leaders to understand their team members
better
Suitable for topics such as interpersonal skills,
New project teams who need to click
relationships, leadership, teamwork and team
straight away
building, networking, customer service, personal
and professional development and community
Businesses going through change
building.
Staff inductions
Team conferences
What are the benefits?
Helping technical leaders understand the
Employees collaborating better with each other
personalities of their employees better
Employees becoming more approachable
Teams experiencing conflicts
and more understanding of each other
Employees with leadership potential
Breaking down department barriers & silo's
Each employee receives a personal set of Click!
Colours Cards to take away
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HOW IT WORKS

Click! Where You Want

Training can take place at your own
premises or a central location, abcEd are
flexible to your needs.
We can bring training to your door which
means:
1) You don’t take precious time out from
the office or site
2) Save travel costs
3) You get the training you need at the time
most convenient for you

Don't just take our word for it....
“The Click! Colours session went exceptionally
well at the recent Oil and Gas Industry
conference.. We had 160 people up and
enthusiastically involved. There was lots of
positive feedback about the value of the
session and the Discovery Cards. A great tool
that was perfectly suited to the format and our
industry”,
Andrew Huffer, Andrew Huffer & Associates

"Just a quick note to say thank you so very
much for the session last week – it was very
well received by all and still a talking point at
present."
Chris Mandzufas, BrentnallsWA

It's a great opportunity to address key
issues with everyone present and up-skill
all your employees at once

“A breath of fresh air”
Raoul Boielle, BGC

1. Group Training Workshops

Contact Andy at abcEd:

Workshops are suited for 6+ people
Department teams
Cross-Departmental groups
Leadership Teams
Duration: 90mins - 3hrs

2. Click! Conferences

A Click! Colours session makes a great
conference 'kick-off' activity or ice-breaker
that delegates will rave about for ages.

3. Individual Leadership Support

Building relationships and understanding
employee strengths and personality traits does
not always come easy to all. These tailored 1 on
1 sessions will be a vital tool in their
development.

abcEd understands all business
requirements are different.
Andy will work closely work with you to
tailor the service and a package that
suits your people, business needs
and budget.

0478 631 800
@WAeduAU
andy@abcEd.com.au
abcEd Consultants
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Click! Discovery Cards to Keep
All employees will receive their own personal set of Click Cards to use
on the day and to take away and refer to at a later date
Our client businesses have
commented how simple
and easy the cards are to
understand and are used
weekly by employees
looking at how to get the
best out of individuals.

Don't tolerate diversity, value it
Andrew Barrett
Consulting;
Andrew Barrett ConsultingEducation

